
 

 With all exam units, there are many videos online that can further pupils’ understand-

ing of the course and the topics and skills within it. The Redhill English Youtube chan-

nel is a great place to start when looking for links. https://www.youtube.com/

channel/UCkYwN3UQD9HwVjzUKX9zDaA 

 It can be useful for your child to have their own copy of the set texts. Although this is 

not essential, it means that they can make notes in their copy for revision, but also use 

them for extended learning at home. School will always provide copies of texts for pu-

pil use, but unfortunately pupils cannot make notes in these as they must be re-used 

year upon year. If you wish to purchase copies, the editions that we use in school are 

as follows: 

 Macbeth 1107615496  

 Christmas Carol 0141330856  

` Inspector Calls 0435232827 (not all pupils study this text) 

 There are a range of useful revision guides on offer to support English GCSE. Our exam 

board is AQA, and any guide following this syllabus will be useful. Pupils tend to prefer 

CGP, who offer a guide for each topic. The ISBNs for these are below.   

 English language 1782944141  

 Conflict and power poetry 1782943617  

 Inspector Calls 1841461156 (not all pupils study this text) 

 Macbeth 1841461164  

 Christmas Carol 1782943099  

 Unseen Poetry for AQA 1782943641  

 Reading widely and practising exam questions at home can be very useful in develop-

ing key skills. There are practice questions in all of these booklets, but you can find 

more online. Our exam board is AQA.  

 Practising talking about effect and understanding what a writer is trying to achieve 

when they write will help pupils develop responses. Writing about effect is challenging 

and it takes a lot of work to develop this skill to a high standard.  

 Reviewing class notes and creating revision maps or guides can help re-organise 

thoughts and refresh knowledge of a topic.  

 Reading around a topic is useful and helps extend knowledge, especially for those pu-

pils aiming for top grades. The British Library online is a good place to start, as are 

general guide websites such as Shmoop, Sparknotes, Bitesize, etc.  
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 Key websites: 

 www.sparknotes.co.uk 

 www.shmoop.com/literature/ 

 www.bl.co.uk 

 www.aqa.org.uk 

 www.bbc.co.uk/education/levels/z98jmp3 

 www.geoffbarton.co.uk 

 https://mrhansonsenglish.wordpress.com/blog/ 

 Recommended Reading lists:  

 https://www.lovereading4schools.co.uk/login/?fwd=viewschool/7960/favourite 

 There are also numerous apps that can aid with learning, or just revision planning.  Here are 

some of the best ones: 

 Gojimo, Revision App, Remember the Milk, iMindMap, Quizlet, Memrise, Get Revising 

 Twitter has some useful revision ideas and links to English resource material to help pupils 

both in and outside of lessons.  

 Online newspapers are a good place to find extended reading material around topics pupils 

have studied.  For example:  Victorian life when looking at A Christmas Carol. You can then 

also encourage students to practice exam skills by discussing or answering written questions 

around what they have read.  

 Borrowing or downloading audio copies of the texts your child studies can be a valuable 

way to help them revise and learn. The same applies to film versions of the stories—though 

ensure that you discuss how the version is different to the original text to avoid confusion.  

 The English department offer revision classes for year 11 throughout most of the academic 

year. These vary from teacher to teacher, but can be a valuable way of extending your 

child’s learning outside of their normal class times. Please encourage your child to attend 

these where possible. Staff normally Groupcall text to inform you of when these sessions 

are taking place.  
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